AS A GREENSMOWER,
the features and
benefits include:
Balanced, fully-floating cutting heads — isolated from the traction unit and grass baskets — give uniform cutting height from first green to the last (a Toro exclusive). Low pull point on all cutting units for straight, even tracking. 15-inch turning radius for greater maneuverability, faster handling. Low-noise fully-hydraulic drive is smooth and easy on the greens. Maximum operator visibility and ease of control. Exclusive interchangeable wheels, cutting units, baskets, reel drive motors save time, money invested in stocking parts. Customizing accessories for varying conditions — including a simply engineered and easy to install individual reel shut-off kit that controls the front two cutting units to give a variable track on the clean-up run. Optional reel roller scrapers minimize grass build-up for a beautiful appearance even on wet turf. Proven history of performance on fine greens all over the world lets you be confident of the real value of Greensmaster 3.

AS A SPIKER,
the features and
benefits include:
Special Toro profile-tooth spike blade that spikes cleanly without ruffling turf (greens are playable immediately after spiking — no rolling or cutting needed). Power driven reels with one-way slip clutch give added traction on sloping greens. Adjustable transfer spring transfers weight from traction unit to spiking reels. Delivers up to 650 lbs. of weight across 57 inch width for maximum 1 1/2 inch penetration. Wide spiking area gets more done in less time — you can spike as fast as you mow. And the spikes are less than 2 inches apart. A depth measuring tool is included with each set of spiker units to insure effectiveness of treatment under varying conditions.

AS A THATCHER,
the features and
benefits include:
Reels cut in forward rotation for efficient vertical mowing. Spiral pattern of thatcher blades means less wear on drive motors, more efficient thatching and throwing of thatch into basket. Adjustable gauge wheels tailor cut to various turf conditions. Variable blade spacing (as close as 1/2 inch — depending on the need) permits adjustment to meet varying turf conditions. Gauge plates are provided for easy bench setting of penetration depth, 59" working width makes vertical mowing practical and efficient for the first time. High-strength blades are made of blue-tempered high carbon steel — and they're reversible for double the life.
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